Chapter – 7
HUMAN ENVIRONMENT – SETTELMENT,
TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION
Worksheet - 1
Choose the correct option:
1. Urban settlement refers to
a. Villages
b. Cities
c. Caves in jungles
d. None of the above
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2. Rural settlement refers to
a. Villages
b. Cities
c. Caves in jungles
d. None of the above

3. What kind of homes are you likely to find in places like Kulu Manali?
a. Houses with slanted rooftop
b. Houses on stilts
c. Houses made of ice and snow
d. All of the above
4. An igloo is made up of
a. Mud
b. Cement and bricks
c. Wood
d. Ice or snow

5. Which one of these is a port?
a. New Delhi
b. Assam
c. Srinagar
d. Mumbai

State True or False
6. In eastern Siberia, one can find houses on stilts.
7. A port is always in a coastal region.
8. In remote villages, the radio is used as a mode of communication.
9. Air routes are the cheapest mode of transporting goods.
10. Air traffic controllers are based at the airport.
Answer the following Questions.
11. Name the means of transport.
12. Why are airways often used to carry out relief operations?
13. What is communication? What are the various modes of
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communication?

14. Describe the various modes of transportation available today.
15. How does rise in population affect the city?
16. What are different types of settlements?

17. Can you tell why there are more roads in the plains than in the hills?
18. Account for Railways as a means of land transport.
19. Write a note on Communication.

20. Explain major features of permanent settlements.

